GAMES FOR YOUR CG
A good atmosphere in a Connect Group helps to bond everyone together and makes
it easy for visitors to be part of the community. Games and icebreakers help to ease
awkwardness and create opportunity for interaction as possible. Here’s a list of games
you can try out with your Connect Group!
1.

DRAWING GAMES
• These are drawing games where players take turns to draw an image and
others earn points by being the fastest to guess.
• Simply click one of these links: https://skribbl.io/ or https://sketchful.io/
• Create your character and create a private room
• Send the url to your Connect Group and let the drawing begin!

2. ONLINE BOARD GAMES
• You can play board games that you are familiar with.
• The following site has over 900+ games:
i. Simply create an account and you will have access to these games
to play online with your Connect Group
ii. https://tabletopia.com/
3. STRATEGY SOCIAL GAMES
• Games that elicits interaction with your Connect Group
i. Ultimate Werewolf, Codenames, Secret Hitler, Spyfall, Love Letter,
Avalon https://netgames.io/games
ii. You can also play a version of Settlers of Catan on
https://colonist.io/
4. NEVER HAVE I EVER
• Bring your group closer together through shared experiences.
• Everyone makes their hands visible on screen
• Take turns saying something you’ve never done, but think others in the group
probably have (i.e. “never have I ever gone to a live concert”).
• Whoever has done what was said puts down one finger. The last person with at
least one finger up wins the game.
5. ONLINE LIP READING
• Split into two even teams. One person will be sent a word or phrase through
Zoom chat.
• They will mute themselves (really important) and say that word or phrase into
their camera and everyone on their team will attempt to guess what they are
saying.
• If they guess it correctly, they will be given 10 points. If after 1 minute the team
hasn’t guessed it correctly, the other team will get one guess (after collectively
deciding on their guess) to steal the points. If they guess it correctly, they will
receive the 10 points.
• The goal is to let every person try one word or phrase. After each person has
had a chance, the score will be tallied and a winning team declared!
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